SCRUTINIZE THE EXPERTS
EXPERT WITNESS RESOURCES
JUST FOR YOU AND YOUR CASE

Having the right expert witness information when you need it is priceless.

Lexis® Expert Research On-Demand is a comprehensive, powerful and authoritative service that quickly delivers critical information so you can thoroughly vet expert witnesses:

- Tap into a massive expert witness database
- Uncover specific, hard-to-find resources
- Pay as you go—no subscription needed
- And reports delivered in just 2-3 business days—or faster

Our team of experienced research professionals work for you.

Let’s talk!
LEXISNEXIS.COM/EXPERTS OR CALL 800-521-5596

VERDICTS & SETTLEMENTS
EXPERT WITNESSES
TESTIMONIAL HISTORY REPORT
ENHANCED CHALLENGE REPORT
400K+ 58% MORE
MAXIMIZE YOUR EXPERT WITNESS RESEARCH

Is your expert witness bulletproof? Is he or she impeccable ... or impeachable? Find out with Lexis Expert Research On-Demand. Start by talking with one of our experienced research professionals. With the power of authoritative, unrivaled resources on 382K+ expert witnesses, we make it easy for you to find just the right expert or uncover damaging details that you won’t find on a CV.

We focus on your case. Thoroughly vet expert witnesses with the speed and convenience of highly experienced research analysts who quickly conduct, package and deliver the research you need—when you need it.

Researching an expert witness’s testimonial history works both ways. Depose opposing counsel’s expert armed with critical and even unpublished information about their prior casework, biases and behaviors.

In a jurisdiction that limits discovery? Put us to work to identify the opposing experts—see why we have a high success rate in these jurisdictions.

The Lexis Expert Research On-Demand team can also help you find and vet difficult-to-find specialty-area experts to support your litigation needs.

MANAGE YOUR TIME AND BUDGET

Our affordable pricing options let you decide what you want. Get an up-to-date, detailed report leveraging a range of resources—no subscription needed.

See the big picture quickly

We’ll make it easy for you. On your timeline. Take your expert witness research from complexity to clarity with visualization tools—leveraging the full complement of LexisNexis® products—that help you focus on the big picture.

We’ll mine for the rare gems with visual graphs and charts driven by big data. But we don’t have to stop there. We can provide a variety of documents with your report, including full-text transcripts, cases, verdicts, journals and news articles.

*As compared to Westlaw*. Comparison data based on information available as of October 2020.
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